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LANGUAGE EDUCATION IN SPAIN
Anastasia Pouliou, EFL Teacher at Makrisia Junior Secondary School of Ileia
The education system in Spain is divided into two types: General Education and
Specialized Education. This second type covers the Artistic Education and Language
Education and as from 1997, Education leading to the Sport Technician Certificate.
Specialized Education comprises the teaching provided in the official schools of
language, which are specific centers and is addressed to fostering the learning of foreign
languages and the co-official languages of the state. Although their principal objective is
the teaching of European languages and the co-official languages of the state, the official
schools of language also presently teach Arabian and other Asian languages. The list of
languages offered is as follows: Arabic, Basque, Catalan, Chinese, Dunish, English,
French, Galician, German, Greek, Italian, Russian, Spanish for foreigners and Valencian.
These studies may be pursued in the classroom or distance mode. The classroom
mode comprises two levels although the second one has yet to be formulated. The first
level in turn comprises two cycles. The first, or elementary cycle, comprises three
academic years of a total minimum duration of 360 hours, to be distributed evenly over
the three years. To enroll in these studies the pupil must have completed the first cycle of
Compulsory Secondary Education or have the School Graduate Certificate, the School
Certificate or the primary studies certificate. Successful completion of this cycle entitles
the pupil to the Elementary Cycle certificate, which is issued by the official School of
Languages where the pupil is registered. This certificate is requisite for enrolling in the
advanced cycle
The second, or advanced cycle comprises two academic years with a total
minimum duration of 240 hours, to be distributed evenly over the two years. Successful
completion of the cycle and its corresponding examinations leads to the awarding of the
Certificate of Aptitude, which is issued by the State or the competent Autonomous
Community. This language certificate may be co validated for language training in the
bachillerato but not vice versa.
The distance mode, which is only possible for the elementary cycle, arose in face
of the need to adapt the availability of education to a wider sector of the population,
which very often, owing to work obligations, cannot make use of the options offered by
the official School of Languages. The curriculum for this education was drawn up in
1993. The first and up to the moment only real offer available based on the legal
framework set up by the state is the distance English Language course That’s English.
The course was drawn up by the Center for Distance Education Innovation and
Development (Centro para la Innovacion y Desarollo de la Educacion a Distancia
CIDEAD) with the collaboration of the BBC and TVE (Television Espanola) in drawing
up the teaching material and broadcasting the television programmes, respectively.
The course That’s English, is addressed to students older than 16 years old that
are holders of the school language certificate and they wish to learn English in a simple
and flexible way. At the end the student will receive the Elementary Cycle certificate in
English language.
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AULA MENTOR
Distance between people, place and ideas is quite readily close to the Internet.
Witness the number of websites dedicated to teachers all over the world. Teachers have
been brought together from within and between schools, school districts, and countries to
plan lessons, undertake collaborative projects, brainstorm and otherwise cultivate and
maintain professional working relationships. It is thus little wonder that similar sites have
been launched elsewhere. The “Aula Mentor” provides an interesting example. “Aula”
means classroom and “mentor” is the teacher of every student who is responsible for
keeping him or her on track and monitoring and evaluating progress made on all course
work. Recruited, trained and selected by the Spanish Ministry of Education; the mentors
are the key component of the program; they are responsible for ensuring that learning
objectives are met on line. Through daily email contact with students, mentors provide
individualized attention to students as well as facilitate “chats”, teleconferences and
debates between students.
This program was created by National Center for Education Information of the
new technologies program in Spain; it uses the Internet to bring together educators
throughout the country and beyond. It offers a range of courses and options for self-study.
Furthermore a total of 61 courses are offered through the program and are intended to last
an average of 4 months (but actual study-time may be shorter or longer). Not all courses
are targeted towards teachers. There are some that include administrations of small,
medium enterprises or others that at the basic know-how of pervasive computer programs
such as Microsoft office and Internet explorer, thus giving the skills the teachers would
need to effectively utilize and maintain technology –based education packages in their
classrooms. Access is open to any interested person independent of the degree, title he or
she may hold. All successfully completed courses are certified.
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PRESENTATION SLIDES

OFFICIAL SCHOOLS OF
LANGUAGE
TEACHING OF EUROPEAN
LANGUAGES
ARABIAN AND ASIAN
LANGUAGES
FINNISH , IRISH,KOREAN AND
SWEDISH( WITHOUT ACADEMIC
ACCREDITATION)

LANGUAGE EDUCATION
IN SPAIN

STUDIES PURSUED IN:
CLASSROOM MODE

DISTANCE MODE

By Anastasia Pouliou
State School Teacher

English language course:
CLASSROOM MODE
First or elementary cycle(360
hours)→ELEMENTARY CYCLE
CERTIFICATE

Second or advanced cycle(240
HOURS) →CERTIFICATE OF APTITUDE

THAT’S ENGLISH
STUDENTS
OLDER
THAN 16 YEARS OLD

HAVE COMPLETED
THE TWO FIRST
COURSES
OF THE SECONDARY
EDUCATION

HOLDERS OF
CERTIFICATES
OF GRADUATION
OF THE PRIMARY
EDUCATION

WISH TO LEARN
ENGLISH
IN A FAST AND
EFFECTIVE WAY

DISTANCE MODE

THAT’S ENGLISH
• C I D E A D:

POSSIBLE FOR THE
ELEMENTARY CYCLE
CURRICULUM DRAWN UP IN
1993

Links of interest:
• www.mecd.es
• www.encarta.msn.es
• www.mentor.mec.es/cursos/curso_ingle
s1/ingles_ob.htm

CENTRE FOR DISTANCE
EDUCATION
INNOVATION

• BBC-TVE
COLLABORATION IN
DRAWING UP THE
COURSE

AULA MENTOR
Aula:” classroom”-an online “mentor”:teacher
• Created by National Centre for Education Information of the
Ministry of Education in Spain
• Brings together educators throughout the country
• 61 courses offered for self-paced , self-study
• Targeted towards teachers, students, medium enterprises
• Gives education administrators access to basic tools for use of
technology( especially for use in the classroom)

http://www.mentor.mec.es/

Spanish for foreign
students(AVE)
 Improve spanish through
distance education and via the
internet
 Guidelines of the curriculum of
the instituto Cervantes
 Four levels of learning
 Material available on the work
desk of Mentor
 Students assigned a distance
tutor
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LEONARDO DA VINCI

•
•
•

•

“The Leonardo da Vinci European Programme contributes to the promotion
of “a Europe of Knowledge” through the development of a European field of
cooperation in the sector of Education and Vocational Training.
Leonardo da Vinci uses transnational cooperation, in order to improve
quality, foster innovation and promote the European dimension of vocational
training systems and practices.
It is addressed to public and/ or private bodies and institutions (but not
individuals), wishing to participate in a transnational partnership by
submitting their proposal, in order to be funded by the EU to implement a
project about vocational training.
The Council has adopted a second phase of the Leonardo da Vinci
Programme for the period 2000 to 2006 by Decision 1999/382/EC, aiming
at the promotion of new practical approaches in vocational training
policies.”
(adapted from http://www.ep-katartisi.gr/leonardo/index_en.htm)

Objectives:
 to improve the skills and competencies of people, especially young
people, in initial vocational training at all levels; this objective may be
achieved inter alia through work-linked training and apprenticeship with a
view to facilitating their integration and reintegration;
 to improve the quality of, and access to, continuing vocational training
and the lifelong acquisition of skills and competencies, with a view to
increasing and developing adaptability, particularly in order to consolidate
technological and organisational change;
 to promote and reinforce the contribution of vocational training to the
process of innovation, with a view to improving competitiveness and
entrepreneurship, also in view of new employment opportunities; special
attention will be paid in this respect to fostering co-operation between
vocational training institutions, including universities, and undertakings,
particularly SMEs.(adapted from: EUROPEAN COMMISSION’s GUIDE
FOR PROMOTERS MOBILITY Version 2005 – 2006)
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…on a personal level
• This has been a unique experience as I
managed to gain an insight on the spanish
educational system and way of life in
general
• Improved my communication skills and
practised spanish language to a great
extent
• Received a Certificate
by the host organisation…

¡¡¡ Muchas gracias !!!
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CROSS-CURRICULAR LEARNING IN BRITAIN
THE NATIONAL GALLERY SCHEME
Marianthi Kotadaki, EFL School Advisor in Ileia
It is a commonly shared view worldwide nowadays that continuous professional
development is a must. This applies particularly in the case of our case as language
teachers. Unfortunately, there are no or few opportunities for publicly funded or centrally
organized teacher continuous training programmes in our country yet. For this reason,
participation in relevant running European programmes through our current positions
enables us to update our knowledge and individual teaching attitudes, witness any
novelties in other educational systems and practices and perhaps integrate as many
positive elements in our own work.
Recently, I participated in the Arion programme for education specialists entitled
“ICT in education”. Visiting several educational surroundings in London, one realizes
how many efforts are being taken for the continuous improvement of school and postschool education in Britain. ICT is already blended in typical classroom procedures in all
subjects, inspiring new forms of learning. Of course, the already existing infrastructure,
the consistent training of teaching staff and the active support of several other bodies
guarantee the quality of the result. Today, I think I must share with you an educational
initiative promoting the cross-curricular approach to learning. Although it is connected
with primary education, it can inspire similar ones in any educational level.
Education is closely related to the specific social setting it takes place in, whose
particular needs it tries to serve. So, let us first refer to some key features of the British
educational system.
DfES is the governing body responsible for the education service provided
in the country.
There are also 172 LEAs who are responsible for organizing education
locally within certain geographically specified areas. These control the
quality assurance in the schools and promote high standards of education
for the schools of their area.
Schools have a high degree of autonomy and typically fall into 3 different
categories: the majority of schools are community schools. These are fully
funded by LEAs. There are also foundation schools which are also funded
by the LEAs but owned by the school governing body or a charitable
foundation. Voluntary schools were originally established by voluntary
bodies, mainly churches, who have some control over their management,
and these too are largely funded by the LEAs. Further and higher
education remains fully autonomous.
For children aged 3 to 5 years, the government provides by large publicly
funded education for the attainment of early learning goals.
Education is compulsory from age 5 to 16 and parents may apply to any
school for a place for their child. Classes are mixed ability ones but
teachers make sure there is differentiated work for pupils of all abilities.
There is a national curriculum but schools are flexible enough to develop
their own curricula which reflect their particular needs.
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The curriculum for compulsory education is divided into 4 key stages.
The subjects taught at key stages 1-3 are mathematics, science, design &
technology, ICT, physical education, history, geography, art & design,
music, MFL.
At key stage 4, there are fewer compulsory subjects and work related
education.
Promotion to the next year or key stage is automatic and does not depend
on results of assessment.
Post-compulsory education is provided by colleges while higher education
is provided by universities or higher education colleges, each of which sets
its own admissions policy requirements.
Teachers are not civil servants, they are employed either by the LEA or
the individual institution. They are trained for the profession taking extra
courses after the completion of their higher studies.
Language learning plays an important role in the country’s education lately.
England has been lagging behind other European countries in the field of language
learning. Recently a national languages strategy has been drawn aiming at promoting
language competence and cultural understanding. In the global society of the 21st c the
state makes efforts for the provision of high quality and flexible teaching and learning
opportunities in order to equip young people with the skills they need to meet the
demands of modern society.
By September 2009, all primary schools will be required to provide language teaching to
those 7-11 year old pupils that wish to take it. This will be delivered at a measured pace,
with the appropriate infrastructure, teacher capacity and best practice.
The goals set by the state are:
Language competence
b. Cultural understanding
c. High quality teaching and learning opportunities
d. Equip students with language skills to access opportunities in work and
travel
Overall, pupils develop the language skills that lay the foundation for
future language learning. The guidelines given for the teaching of foreign
languages in Key Stage 2 usually involve four categories of skills
LISTENING AND RESPONDING
SPEAKING
READING AND RESPONDING
WRITING
Some of the subskills which can be developed in each case are the following:
A. In the case of Listening and Responding, pupils must be able to :
o Understand simple classroom commands, short statements, questions, oral or
recorded speech with the help of repetition and gestures.
o

Understand longer chunks of language like messages, dialogues, instructions and
their main points.
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B. B. In the case of Speaking, pupils must be able to :
o
o
o
o

Respond with words or phrases to what pupils see or hear
Describe people, places, objects
Engage in oral exchanges with the help of visual or other cues
Expressing personal feelings or structuring conversations

C. In the case of Reading and Responding, pupils must be able to :
o
o
o
o

Understanding simple words or phrases from context with visual cues
Understand short texts and responding to them
Beginning to read independently
Understanding short stories and identifying main points and details

D. In the case of Writing, pupils must be able to :
o Copy, label, select, write familiar words, phrases, sentences
o Write short chunks of language using aids
o Write short paragraphs using simple language
So pupils perform learning tasks of gradually increasing difficulty in order to explore
the properties of the foreign language.
The state also specifies the means these goals can be achieved. These are the following:
Using authentic materials
Using dictionaries and other reference materials
Communicating with peers in pairs or groups
Using the language creatively and imaginatively
Using the language for real purposes
Linking the language with other subjects
Using ICT
One point which must be stressed here is that teaching practices favour flexible learning
from a variety of sources and in a variety of teaching practices even from an early age.
ICT forms an integral part of British education at all levels. The benefits of ICTmediated lesson procedures have been long spotted by education specialists and year by
year more initiatives take place on part of the state and teachers for the good use of new
technology in the classroom and beyond. The following points encapsulate the positive
contribution of technology to education:
Technology is an intrinsic part of our lives and children love to play and learn
with it
ICT provides new ways for teachers to teach
ICT enables teachers to be more creative in their lesson planning
ICT contributes to learning from a variety of sources
ICT caters for different learning styles
ICT involves SEN pupils in learning
ICT can help children think in a different way
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ICT can promote problem- solving, project-based learning and cross-curricular
work
ICT can enhance communication, internationalisation and cultural enrichment
ICT can bring lessons to life
ICT can raise school education standards
ICT is a skill for life
Project–based cross-curricular learning by means of ICT is an idea fervently supported by
schools and other institutions in Britain. For the past 10 years, the National Gallery of
London has run a unique project for primary schools, trying to link art to education.
Although the project involves primary school students, its vision, organization and
outcomes can inspire all kinds of teachers. The project is called “TAKE ONE
PICTURE” and it is a countrywide scheme which encourages the cross-curricular
approach to learning and teaching using a single image as a stimulus for project work.
Each year the Gallery focuses on one painting from the collection which is further used
as a starting point for classroom discussion and project work in a variety of curriculum
areas. Then the gallery displays a selection of the work in the annual 'Take One Picture'
exhibition at the National Gallery, and on this website.
Involvement in 'Take One Picture' is a process. This process is as valuable as the
finished work that the students produce. It involves 6 stages : CPD – THINKING –
PLANNING – CREATING – SHARING – IMPACT.
The first step in the 'Take One Picture' journey is a one-day teachers' course at the
National Gallery.
Teachers
o explore the variety of ways in which they can use paintings across the curriculum
o are given an interactive tour of the Gallery
o take a print of the featured painting, ideas, and inspiration, and go back to their
school
Thinking about what they would like to do with the 'Take One Picture' painting is the
next step.
Teachers
o think about what they would like to do with the painting
o develop ideas
o talk to other staff in the school
o study cross-curricular links
o brainstorm
Once they have thought through their ideas about what to do with the picture, the next
step is to plan carefully how best to achieve them. Questions to think about include:
o When in the timetable can they use the painting?
o What resources do they need to use?
o Will the students need to develop new skills or will they reinforce existing skills
and knowledge?
o Do they want to work with people outside the school?
o Can they use past schemes of work?
Then comes the doing : students create their own work. The process of creating can
take place during art lessons or across other subjects.
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Students
o create their own art work during art lessons or across other subjects
o create diverse pieces of work including poetry, drama, dance,
sculpture, and
even science experiments and digital animations
o work collaboratively or individually
The process of making work collaboratively or individually can be very engaging for
students. Teachers often remark on how disaffected students have been motivated and
stimulated by creative work.
After the process of creating, the next stage is to share the work with a wider
audience. Sharing gives students and teachers a chance to reflect on and to evaluate their
work. Sharing could be anything from showing work to another class in the school, a
school exhibition, a parents' evening or even a website.
Involvement in 'Take One Picture' has had a wide impact.
Teachers …
o gain training and are encouraged to work differently
Students …
o learn to learn flexibly
o involve in class, whole school and national projects
o improve confidence in their work
o learn to appreciate culture
In 2005, the painting selected was 'Beach Scene' which was painted probably in 1868-77
by Degas. The reason why the Gallery focused on the specific painting was that it evoked
a number of fruitful ideas for the pupils to work on, such as :
 The idea of a holiday, or a journey, or a day out at the beach
 The importance of the imagination and how we can think about a place where we
would like to be
 The changes in the style of garments over the years
 Incidents on the beach suggesting little stories
Initially, teachers received appropriate training, so that the general principles of working
with images, either reproductions or authentic ones, could become known. Then, they
followed the usual procedure.
Here are some samples of the pupils’ work:
Some students created a textile designing project, focusing on the swimsuit
designs of that era. Books and the internet were used to research Victorian
swimwear.
Other pupils created sand sculptures in geometrical shapes, each one representing
a character or object in the painting, which was simplified into its basic form.
Other pupils created a fishing net, bringing objects that related to the painting
theme from home. Some other children worked on the weaving of the net.
The peep holes were inspired by the painting too, and spread lots of fun to pupils
who put their heads through the holes.
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Finally, some pupils wrote seaside poems using much descriptive language and
metaphors. Here is a poem by Richard, a boy in his third year of primary
education:
On the Beach
Smelling sea water like salt on chips
Crashing waves along the beach
Breezy wind being pushed away
Seagulls talking like mad
Dribbly babies on the sand
Seaweed pink and green
Sand like sprinkled sugar
Sea tossing and turning,
Like dancers swirling
Waves splashing and roaring.
The means the pupils used to produce this result
 Books and the internet were used to research Victorian swimwear
 Lots of measuring and calculating were used to simplify objects into basic forms
 Art, literacy (speaking and listening), history (developing a sense of history) and
maths (sorting and positioning sizes and shapes) were used to reproduce Degas's
picture with real materials
 Inspiration and fun photos were used to create the beach project
 Descriptive sentences and the literacy technique of metaphor were used to
produce the seaside poems
Many curriculum areas were covered as all these projects work across the curriculum,
emphasising the importance and relevance of using the visual arts in the primary
classroom.
Literacy was displayed in the creation of poetry, scriptwriting, and songwriting.
Numeracy was applied in the pupils’ measuring, calculating, and reproducing 3dimensional objects.
ICT was central, as the pupils used PCs, websites, digital photographic equipment
and software to collect their information and create computer drawings,
animations and other technology-mediated projects.
Art was basic, as pupils learnt about primary and secondary colours, they
experimented with light and shade, and they became more spatially aware.
History was also dealt with, as pupils investigated fashions, events and attitudes in
the 19th c.
Science was needed as the students studied seaside creatures and a variety of
materials to make their work.
Some students decided to act imaginary dialogues on the beach in French. They
used basic phrases and so MFL were also used.
The picture which was selected for the year 2004-2005 is a painting by Pierre
Mignard named 'The Marquise de Seignelay and Two of her Sons'. It was chosen as it
is rich with references to classical history as all the characters are dressed up as
characters from ancient mythology. The Marquise appears as Thetis, Achilles’s
mother devoted to her children. The pupils can:
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study the main characters
study the painting colours
study the background
French language and of course they can do lots of
computer-based research

Overall, this project is a pioneering form of project work for a row of reasons, which
can be included in the following terms:
INCREASED MOTIVATION
AUTONOMOUS LEARNING
LEARNING OUTCOMES
INTEGRATION OF ALL FOUR SKILLS
HOLISTIC APPROACH
AUTHENTIC TASKS
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT
CONTEXTUALISED LEARNING
CREATIVITY AND IMAGINATION
ICT SKILLS
Excellence and Enjoyment are the two words which describe the goal of the
current British educational policy, which practically supports a holistic approach to the
curriculum exploiting the links between subject areas.
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PRESENTATION SLIDES
KEY FEATURES OF THE BRITISH EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

ART AND ICT IN PROJECT-BASED
LEARNING IN BRITAIN

















MFL LEARNING AND THE BRITISH
VISION


Language competence



Cultural understanding



High quality teaching and learning opportunities



Equip students with language skills to access
opportunities in work and travel

DfES (Department for Education and Skills)
172 LEAs (Local Education Authorities)
Schools have a high degree of autonomy
There are :
a. COMMUNITY SCHOOLS (fully funded by LEAs)
LEAs)
b. FOUNDATION SCHOOLS (funded by LEAs but owned by the school governing
body or charitable organisation)
organisation)
c. VOLUNTARY SCHOOLS (funded by LEAs but established by voluntary bodies,
mainly churches)
Early years education ( 3 – 5 )
Primary education (age 5compulsory education
5-11)
Secondary education (age11(age11-16)
Post – secondary education (age 16 )
National Curriculum for compulsory education
key stage 1 ( ages 55-7 )
key stage 2 ( ages 77-11 )
key stage 3 ( ages 1111-14 )
key stage 4 ( ages 1414-16 )
Compulsory subjects at key stages 11-3 and workwork-related subjects at key stage 4
mathematics, science, design & technology, ICT, physical education,
education, history, geography,
art & design, music , MFL.
Higher education institutions
Teachers employed by LEAs or individual institution

LANGUAGE LEARNING AT KEY STAGE 2
By September 2009, FL learning to 77-11 yr pupils



To develop communication skills



To develop linguistic competence



To understand how language works



To explore the similarities and differences between languages



To develop awareness of the multicultural / multilingual world



To reinforce a crosscross-curricular approach to learning



To cultivate individualised lifelong learning

FL LEARNING ACTIVITIES IN PRIMARY EDUCATION
LISTENING AND
RESPONDING

o Understanding
simple classroom
commands, short
statements,
questions, oral or
recorded speech with
the help of repetition
and gestures

o Understanding
longer chunks of
language like
messages, dialogues,
instructions and
their main points

SPEAKING

READING AND
RESPONDING

o Responding with

o Understanding

words or phrases to
what pupils see or
hear
o Describing people,
places, objects

o Understand short

o Engaging in oral
exchanges with the
help of visual or
other cues
o Expressing
personal feelings or
structuring
conversations

simple words or
phrases from context
with visual cues

texts and responding
to them

► Using

authentic materials

labeling, selecting,
writing familiar
words, phrases,
sentences

► Using

dictionaries and other reference materials

o Writing short

► Using

the language creatively and imaginatively

► Using

the language for real purposes

o Copying,

chunks of language
using aids

o Beginning to read
independently

o Understanding
short stories and
identifying main
points and details

SUGGESTED MEANS

WRITING

► Communicating with peers in pairs or groups

o Using short
paragraphs using
simple language

► Linking the language with other subjects
► Using

ICT
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ICT IN SCHOOLS
Technology is an intrinsic part of our lives and children love to play and learn with it
ICT provides new ways for teachers to teach

“TAKE ONE
PICTURE”

ICT enables teachers to be more creative in their lesson planning
ICT contributes to learning from a variety of sources
ICT caters for different learning styles
ICT involves SEN pupils in learning
ICT can help children think in a different way
ICT can promote problem- solving, project-based learning and cross-curricular work

A CROSSCURRICULAR
APPROACH TO
LEARNING

ICT can enhance communication, internationalisation and cultural enrichment
ICT can bring lessons to life
ICT can raise school education standards
ICT is a skill for life

WHAT DOES THE TAKE ONE PICTURE
PROJECT INVOLVE?

WHAT IS THE “TAKE ONE PICTURE”
PROJECT?

A scheme which

A. THE SELECTION OF ONE PAINTING FROM THE
NATIONAL GALLERY’S COLLECTION

encourages the
crosscross-curricular
approach to learning
and teaching using a
single image as a
stimulus for project

B. THE IMAGINATIVE USE OF THE PAINTING BY

work

PUPILS FOR PROJECT WORK

STEP 1 - CONTINUOUS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
(CPD)

THE PROCESS

1

CPD

2

3

THINKING

4

5

CREATING

PLANNING

6

IMPACT
One-day teacher’s course at the Gallery

SHARING
Teachers …
o

explore the variety of ways in which they can use paintings across
the curriculum

o

are given an interactive tour of the Gallery

o

take a print of the featured painting, ideas, and inspiration, and go
back to their school
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STEP 3 - PLANNING
STEP 2 - THINKING

Teachers consider …

o When in the
timetable
can
they use the
painting?
o What resources do
they need to use?
HISTORY AND
GEOGRAPHY

o Will the students need to
develop new skills or
will they
reinforce existing
skills and knowledge?

ENGLISH

Teachers …
o

think about what they would like to do with the painting

o

develop ideas

o

talk to other staff in the school

o

study cross-curricular links

o

brainstorm

o Do they want to work
with people outside
the school?
o Can they use past
schemes of work?

STEP 5 - SHARING

STEP 4 - CREATING

Pupils …

Pupils …

o

create their own art work during art lessons or across other
subjects

o

share the work with a wider audience

o

create diverse pieces of work including poetry, drama, dance,
sculpture, and even science experiments and digital animations

o

show their work to another class in the school, a school
exhibition, a parents' evening or even a website

o

work collaboratively or individually

o

get the chance to reflect on and evaluate their work

STEP 6 - IMPACT

THE PAINTING OF 20032003-2004
Teachers …
o

gain training and
are encouraged to
work differently

Students …
o

learn to learn
flexibly

o

involve in class,
whole school and
national
projects

o

improve confidence
in their work

o

learn to appreciate
culture

'Beach Scene', probably 1868-77
by Degas
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SOME OF THE PUPILS’ WORK

POINTS RAISED BY THE PAINTING


The idea of a holiday, or a journey, or a day out at the
beach
Swimsuit designs



On the Beach
Smelling sea water like salt on chips
Crashing waves along the beach
Breezy wind being pushed away
Seagulls talking like mad
Dribbly babies on the sand
Seaweed pink and green
Sand like sprinkled sugar
Sea tossing and turning,
Like dancers swirling
Waves splashing and roaring.
Richard Yr3

think about a place where we would like to be


The changes in the style of garments over the years



Incidents on the beach suggesting little stories

Fishing net

Geometrical shapes

The importance of the imagination and how we can

Peep holes

ACROSS THE CURRICULUM
TOOLS USED



Books and the internet

to research Victorian swimwear


Lots of measuring and calculating



Art, literacy (speaking and listening), history (developing a

to simplify objects into basic forms

sense of history) and maths (sorting and positioning sizes and
shapes)

FOCUS ON KEY SUBJECT AREAS AND USE OF VISUAL
ARTS IN THE CLASSROOM
LITERACY

NUMERACY

The seaside
poems

The sand
sculpture

to reproduce Degas's picture with real materials


Inspiration and fun photos

to produce the seaside poems

 The internet
 PCs

Life in local
towns in the
19th century

 Digital images

ART

Descriptive sentences and the literacy technique of metaphor

HISTORY

 Other software

to create the beach project


ICT

MODERN FOREIGN
LANGUAGES

SCIENCE
Study of and
experimentation
with colours, light
and shade

Real life objects
and creatures

Roleplay or poetry in L2

THE PICTURE FOR 20042004-2005
INCREASED MOTIVATION
 references

to Greek mythology

 study of main characters
 study of painting colours

AUTONOMOUS LEARNING
LEARNING OUTCOMES
INTEGRATION OF ALL FOUR SKILLS
HOLISTIC APPROACH

 study of background

AUTHENTIC TASKS

 French language

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

 computer-based research

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT
CONTEXTUALISED LEARNING

'The Marquise de Seignelay

CREATIVITY AND IMAGINATION

and Two of her Sons', 1691
by Pierre Mignard

ICT SKILLS
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